Change the way you sleep forever...
Beaumont & Brown have been supplying 5 star hotels across the globe for
over 20 years, so we feel they know a few things about creating the perfect
sleeping experience.
Their products are produced using the finest cotton yarns and finishes to
the highest standards possible, then tested in an unforgiving
commercial laundering environment
and scrutinized by the strictest hospitality housekeepers.
Good Night Linen has put together the best of everything they produce
and made it available to you, so that you have a 5 star sleep
experience every night.

www.goodnightlinen.com

Style
Our Stylish plain white 400 Thread count bed
linen is the choice of top hotels worldwide and
it is our flagship product.
It offers you the ultimate sleeping experience.
The super smooth, classic snow white finish
twinned with the superior quality cotton yarns
we use combine to offer what we consider
to be ‘the best bed linen in the world’

Bed Linen
There are three options when it comes to our
bed linen: plain white 400 thread count,
contemporary wave and pure white check
designs. These styles are available in duvet
covers and pillowcases and complemented with
luxurious white fitted and flat sheets.
We never scrimp on our sizing as we believe
bed linen should “comfortably” fit beds,
pillows and duvets. It lasts longer this way too.
Bed Linen Sizes
Three Quarter Flat Sheet

210x300 cm

Double/Queen Flat Sheet

250x300 cm

King/Super King Flat Sheet

300x300 cm

Three Quarter Fitted Sheet

107x200+35 cm

Double Fitted Sheet

137x200+35 cm

Queen Fitted Sheet

153x200+35 cm

King Fitted Sheet

183x200+35 cm

Three Quarter Duvet Cover

150x200

Double Duvet Cover

200x200

Queen Duvet Cover

230x200

King Duvet Cover

230x220

SuperKing Duvet Cover

260x240

Towels
Our Luxury 5 star hotel quality towels are made of
100% pure cotton. Using 100% cotton means it stays
soft, wash after wash, and yet is super absorbent.
Towels
Face Cloth

30x30 cm

Hand Towel

50x95 cm

Bath Towel

70x135 cm

Bath Sheet

100x160 cm

Robes
Bath Robe / Spa Robe
Our bath robes are used by 5 star Hotels and Spas across
the globe.
Beautifully weighted and generously sized to give you
the 5 star experience at home.

Bath Rug
Made in Portugal from 100% cotton, our bath
rugs are a beautifully dense 1600gsm.
Perfect for toes on a chilly morning.

Duvet & Pillow
Our Duvet inner is light weight, warm and
comforting. Super luxury, non-allergenic, suitable
for all seasons with a 100% cotton percale
outer casing.
We consider our pillows to be long lasting luxury
that retains its shape and fullness.
We offer what we would consider to be the best
micro-fibre filling on the market.
Luxurious Microfibre Duvet 10.5 tog all seasons
Three Quarter Size

150x200 cm

Double Size

200x200 cm

Queen Size

230x200 cm

King Size

230x220 cm

SuperKing Size

260x240 cm

Luxury Micro Fibre Pillow

45x70 cm

Luxury Micro Fibre Pillow

50x90 cm

Mattress & Pillow Protectors
Essential if you have invested in premium pillows and
a luxury mattress.

